How to Make Incense
This process is super easy and quick to do. The only trying parts are the soaking and drying time, but remember good things come to those who wait!

As with any product that you are making, you want to ensure that you have all the required equipment set out and ready to use before you start the process of creating Amazing Incense.

**Required Equipment:**

- Natures Garden Fragrance Oils
- Natures Garden DPG
- Natures Garden Incense Sticks or Cones
- Gallon Sized Zip Lock Bags
- Paper Plates or Paper Towels

**It is time to get to work!**

1. The first step of creating scented incense is to make your fragrance “incense compatible”. To accomplish this, take 1 part Natures Garden Fragrance Oil and mix with it 2 parts DPG. Pour the Natures Garden Fragrance Oil into your gallon zip lock bag first. Then, slowly pour the correct amount of DPG into your bag. Zip the bag so that it is tightly sealed; mix the fragrance and the DPG by gently shaking the bag.

2. Once you have mixed the two ingredients, you have just made your fragrance oil incense compatible. Grab your unscented incense. Place the incense into the bag. Make sure all of the area that will absorb fragrance is completely covered. Now wait. In order for the incense to completely absorb to the fullest extent, you must wait 24 hours.

**Time Elapse**

3. Yeah, you waited the 24 hours and now it is time to let the incense dry. The incense should be allowed to dry at ROOM TEMPERATURE. Do not rush this process. Be patient. This will take 48 hours. Remove the incense from the bag. Dispose of any unused fragrance mixture. Set the incense on several paper towels or paper plates. DO NOT set them on an uncovered surface. The fragrance oil may eat the finish. Wait.
4. Now that your new incense is dry, you may light it and enjoy your new accomplishment.

5. Please note: It is very important that you cut your fragrance oil with DGP. If you try to scent your incense with fragrance oil at full concentration, the incense will smoke terribly. It is a waste of precious time and money. Our natural colored incense cones and sticks cannot be colored. You have probably seen colored incense before, but colored incense are colored by manufacturers during the production stage. Once incense have been manufactured, they cannot be colored.